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-Introductory Statement

,
. t,

The Center for Socia] Organization .0 Schools has two primary objectives:
to developa.scientific knowledge of how schools affect their students, .

And tor'Use this knowledge to develop better school practices and organizIa-

tion.
- .

....RAW. Tr,-.71.T.-i.A57 -TTO .---.2 . ,.1. ma -'= -=i -"SS.", - "MA ,-,:. -^Te - , -AI -ma.. T ronlo. ....,

The Center works tbrough five programs to achieve its objectives% The

Studies in School Desegregation program applies the basic theories o'f'' .

social oreinization.of schools to study the internal Conditions of
desegregated schools, the feasibility of alternative desegregation policies, f

. and the interrelations of school desegregation with other equity issues -alb =

such as housing and job desegregation.. - The Sch olNrganization progyam,
is currently concerned with authority- control tructures, task.structures,
reward systems, and-peer group processes' in sc ools.' It has produced a

alw -
large-scale study of the effects of bpen'ochoo s, has developed Student

Team Learning instructional processes tor..teac ng various subjects in

/' elementary and secondary schools,and has lifoduced a computerized system

for school-wide attendance monitoring. The School Ptotess' and Career

. Development program is studying trdnsitions from high school tb post-
secondary institutions and the role of schooling'in the development of

career plans and the actualization of labor market outcomes. The Studie__ s
1

.

in Delinquency and School Environments program is examining the inter-
_

action of sthool environments, school experiences, and individual character- .,.-
....

_.

iStics in relation to in-school and later-lifP delinquency.

1
*,

4.
f o :.

.
the Center also supports a Fellowships in Educa'tion Reseatch program that

---.\. provldes opportunitt'S for talented young researchers }o conduct and
tpublish signiIitant research, and to encourage the pirticiOation of women.,

antminorities ikre4earch,oh'education.. i

41..
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This report, prepared by the School'Aganization program,:reports the results

of a large-scale experimental study of.Mastery. Learning and Student Team

Learning instructional methods.- ,
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'Abstract
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Mastery learning and Student, Team Learning are two widely, used

1

instructional methods deiigned to confront the problem of student

diversity in group-paced instruction. This study evalliatedaMastery

Learning, Student Team Learning, and a'combination, in 43 inner -city
.

'math nine classes over A full school year: Results indicated greater

achievement on a standardized tiestnfor Team classes titan non-Team classes,

but n greater achievement in Mastery than non-Mastery classes.

Differences itime use were suggested to explain treatment differences

in *student, achievement'.
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Introdu&tion...

Over the past several;yearS, there has been growing interest among

educational researchers in methods that seek to improve group-paced (as

Opposed to individualized) instruction. The question asked by this

research is--given that many teaCheti?teach the same material at ..the'

same rate to all, their students, how can the effectiveness of this form

of instruction be maximized? Improving group-paced instruction is

especially important in junior and 'senior high schools, where individualize-

tion using either homogeneous reading or math groups, programmed instruc- '

,tion,' or learning stations is rarely seen. In these schools, it is common

practice for a single teacher to instruct a class of 5-35 students who
'

y w

pay be quite,diversein background, aptitude, and motivation.

This diversity of student population creates several instructional

design problems for the group-paced-classrooms. First, instruction must

be appropriately paced to meet the.different needs of individual students.
I

A fast instructional pace may leave behind students who are not catching

on, and the cLlulative effect of a fast pace may be especially deleterious

.0: in highly sequential subjects,suah as Mathematics and reading in which

t

students who fail to learn early.skills- have difficulty. learning later

ones"(see Karweit, Note 1). On the other hand, a slow pace m hold ba'ck

more Able students and may reddce the interest.of all students.

' -;
Another problem that student diversity creates for group-paced

.

instruction is how:to reward students for their efforts. In +a heterogeneous
.

classroom, good grades may be too easily available to some students anUltioo
\

i

inaccessible to Others to serve'is powerful motivators ,(see Slavin, 1978A)
;4

4
0

;
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- This, student diversity poses critical problems for-thelacing of'

. instruction and for the incentiveistructure used in the Classroom.''

Three types of group-paced instructional methods have been extensively

researched in .recent years:,Rastery Learning, Student Team Learning, and

direct instruction learning models. Each deals with the inherent pfoblems

of group-paced instruction and student diversity in different ways. This

paper describes each of these,methods,, reviews the literature related Co

its application, and reports the resurts of a year-long experimental study

which impleMented and evaluated variants/Of these group-paced instructional

models.

'Mastery Learning

Mastery Learning is the oldest and probably the most widely used

systematic alternative to traditional group -paced instructional methods.

Individualized methods, such as the Keller Plan, are often also referred

toas Mastery Learning, but we are interested here in Mastery Learning as

a group-paced strategy, following BloCk and Anderson's (1975) Mastery

Learning in Classroom Instruction. Reduced.ts itsessentiale, group-paced

Mastery Learning procedures involve tie following teaching steps (from

Block and Anderson, 1975, pp: 46-47).

1. Present the objectives. "-

2. Present the group-based instructional, plan. 1

3.' Rfsent the group-based instruction.

00* 4. Administer the diagnostic4ogress ("formative") test.

/
5. 'Identify satisfactory/unsatisfactory progress din student

learning (i.e., compare students scores against a preset. standard, such

I

as.810% or 90%.correcton the formative test). 4.

, 14

6. Certify thd5e students'whose test performance is satisfactory*

.14(i.e., meets the preset standard):

9
...

4
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7. "Correct" (reteach) those studentS whose performance is not '

satisfactory. 1 0 'k

8. Monitor the effectiveness of, the correction phase (i,e., .assess

studepts on a "summatiye" test).

9: Certify those students whose perfolrmance 'is now satisfactory

lb

' (i.e.,*meets the preset standard on.the,summative*test) .

Mastery Learning thus confi=onts the problem of student diversity by

providing additional corrective instruction to students wJo d'o'not adhieVe

a criterion scone, or mastery, on a test tied to the-ullit objectives.
-

Instead of holding time constant and lettin learning vary a's a consequence,

of individual differences, Mastery Learning hO10,1s learning to mastery
0,

. constant, and allocates additional time 'allow t.0:Most all students to

meet that criterion. While students who did not achieve mastery on the

formative .test receive their,corrective instruction, students who did

,achieve- mastery-work on parallel enrichment activities that do not,advance

thei on the skills the class is studying.

Mastery Learning confronts the incentiveCproblems of group-paced

instructlbn (at least for low achievers) by making it possible for all:

stfic&nET-To'receive a grade of "A" or 3" if they achieve mhsteryregardjess

of how, long it took them to.do so. By thus 'allowing students enough time

-
to master a topic, academic success is theoretically within the reach of

every student.

Student Team Learning

A.quite different approach t9 the probl9m of group-p instruction

4s represented by Student Team Learning (Slavin, 1980a). In Student Team

Learning methods, students,,are assigned to-four- or five-member teams that
.

are heteftgeneous in student performance levels, sex, and race or ethnicity.

There are several related Student Team Learning methods, bur.. the simplest

is Student Teams- Achievement Diyisions,'or STAD (Slavin, 1978b). In
. .

IO
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classroom use, STAD involves the followirig steps:

.

1. The teacher ftesents the lesson (using lecture-discussion methods).

2. Studylts work in teams oworksheets 6o study the'lesson.

3. Students take a quiz on the lesson.

AP

4. Quiz scores are compared to students' past averages to compute

-,1-improvethent scores.

5. Team scores are formed'frOm improvement scores,-Ind highest-
.

/r

scoring teams are recognized in a'clfisS newsletter.

S AD 'confronts the instructional problem of strident diversity in
4

grqup- ced instruction by allowing students towork on their worksheets

in heterogeneous learning teams. Students use the team study time both

to learn the materials themselves and to make sure that their teammates

have done so. While tutor -tutee roles_are not assigned, the fact that the

team members are heterogeneous in performance leliels means that students

who,do not understand the concept belling taught are likely to be able to

lea'rn the concepts-from their peers. STAD units typically t- ake about the

same amount of clasp time as do units in traditionally structured classes,

As
-so STA changes how instruction is delivered and studied rather than how

time is allocated for students to learn.

STAD confronts the incentive problems of grOup-paced instruction

.

by.rewarding ithpfove:ment rather-than-absolute llevL of performance. This
_

'ystem puts.Success and failure within the reach of every student, in

-

contrase to the traditional grading system in which some students are

much more likely to succeed thin others (see Slavin, 19780. The team

-.. I
P

.

score is designed to motivate students to help one another and.to encourage

one another to do wt11, andThe9iMptovemtn score system allows any

studeht to contribute as much as any other to'the team score.

t
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Direct Instruction'Components of Mastery ane S.tUdent Team Learning
.4\ .

.

Another approach to designi!ng'a group-p*aced clatsroom i.a"set of
. 1

. - ,

'principles tollectiyely subsumed under the title*"direct instruction"

(ROtenshine and Berliner, 1977). The assumptions behind diret instructipv
.-

11

. . ''

-are'quite differen,t from those behind:Mastery Learning and Student Team tn
. . . , ,. 8

.

\ 411- , ''' ' .

.
4.

Ltarning. Mattel), Learding and Student Team Learning Aplicitly recognize
, .

.. i ,

.

'
studerA diversity as a problem to be solved in'group-paced instruction;

A

.

. ...... .

this is the central focus of Mattery Learning and to a le sser'exteni of
` .-- -.

Student Team Learning.. Tte assumption,guiding. dit:ect -instruction methods

is that group paced, instruction shoUld be made more efficient, and that

solutions to'the general 'problems of group-paced instruction lie In well- ..:

established techniques, nok in entirely new techniques such as Mastery

,
Learning and.StudentTeam Learning. Direct instructional methods or'

io . . ,

prescriptions vary.widely, butagree on the centrality of such features

asl''Clear focus on instructional objectives, frequent assessment of student
,,, , ,- -

izrogress, high time -on -task, and rapid pace (see, for example, Co.od end
-moo,

I

% Grow:Ts:19791_
\ \

Note thatwith the exception of rapid pace, the other featUres of

direct instructional mod6ls appear in both4Mastery._Learningva d'S6Idont

:Team Learning. .These meth s also emppasiie clear focus on in.truc,tiona

'objectives, frequent assessment (quizzes), and 'high time-on-task.

.
. - . ,

Matery Learning inherently invtilveS.a_tloWer pate, because .i.t allocates
.

class, time to corrective instruction' for students who. 'need it. Student
N.

Team Learning does emphasize a rapid 'pace, but the varied activities

involved in Student Team Learning typilally require an overall instructional

pace like that of the 1-aditionai classroom. However, itis still posSi ble

.4 . .

to see Mastery LeAning and Student Team Learning as variations'in

12

a.
O

J.
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efficiency-oriented, objective - based. direct instruction.

Given that Mastery Learning and student Team Learning contain much

of the instructional efficiency advocated by adherents of the direct

.

instruction movetient:, it may bet possible that ef and when these methods

are succesStul,in increasing student achievement, they are successful

because they incorporate and operationalize these elements, not because

of their unique features (mastery'criteria and corrective instruction for

Mastery Learning; heterogeneous teams and improvement scores for Student

Team Learning).

. Research

The extent to which Mastery Learning significantly improves student

achievement in elementary and secondary'school is not completely clear.

Although the'effects of Mastry Learning on student achievement have been

'assessed in ddzens (:)

)
studies, few of these provide a fair test of Mastery

,Learning vs. traditional methods over a significant period. For example, .

sate studies (e.g., Anderson, 1973, Note 2; Block, 1972, 1973; Fiel and

Okely1974)-tookplace Aver periods of one week or less.
-

Many (e.g!,
J

,
1 ,

Block, 1972; 1973; Fiel and,Okey, 1974; Glasnapp, Poggio, and Ory, Note 3;

4
. .

.

Hymel and Gaines, Note 4i Jones, Note 5; Wentling, 1973) gave students

corrective instruction.outside of regular:Glass time withbilt providing It -1

-v.. ,
,,,. .

.
. .

any additional instruction 'fox the control groups., In one-study that

1 '...,
..,

. .

,

measdred-this extra timehWentling, 1973), it was found that the Mastery

t.

Learning classes recOved' to.tal of 50% more insructipnal time than did
\

.control classes. A few studies'Ae.g., ,Caponigri, Matheis, and Schumann,

Note 6) have even used grades as dependent variables, whiph is Snot'

legitimate, becausd 041des are increased in Mastery Learning as part of

the treatment,.-:

3
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.1Some evaluative research on Mastery Learning does not contain these'

flaws (see, for example, Okey, 1974,'1977; Hecht, Note 7). However, these

studies shai'e a more subtle problem. In each, a specific unit of study'is

given to Masterylea'tning grcup(s) and control gro-up(s). 'The different

'classes are held to the 'same schedule. This seems unbiased, but
.

many

studies (e.g., Wending, 1973) show that.traditional .instrvction takes less

time to cover a unit than does Mastery Learning. If this is the case,

holding both groups to the same schedule may artificially deprive the tra-

ditional cditrol group of itstadvantage,-especially when (as in these

studies) a test based on the.objectives taught in the Mastery clasees was

used instead of a standardized test,4..svthat any additional mktgerial taught

in the traditional classes could not influence the final test score. Also,

/ these studies are of short duratiodtf,Thelongest (Hecht, Note 7) covered

three two-week units, while the Okey (1974, 1977) interventions were

implemented for a totlit of only two weeks.

Two Mastery Learning studies in mathematics did allow the experimental
. e ! ,

and control groups to go at their own rates and'evaluated.the program over,

a long period. Kersh (Note 8) compared Mastery Learning to a control

treatment in fifh.grade mathematics classrooms fOr sixteen weeks. No

differences on any of three achievement tests (including two standardized

test scales) were found. Similarly, Andersoni....Scott, and Hutlock (Note 9)

compared Mastery Learning to a control treatment in grades 1-6 for a full

year. (Standardized test re9ults indicated that Mastery classes significantly

exceeded control classes on one of three subscales at grade 1, and on two

of three subscales at grade 3. However, Non-Mastei y classes significantly

exceeded' Mastery classes on a1 three subscales atlfade 6. 'Results con-

Sistently favored the Mastery classes on a test/composed of objectives

taken directly from the Mastery-curriculum; the authors admit that these.

14

o

`
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comparisons are more "content valid" for the Mastery groupsethan for the

control groups. A retention test given three months after the end of the

, 4
-

interventions_ was also based mostly op the objectives pursued,in the

Mastery clastes: 'Thus, on tests that were..0 not biased toward the'Mastery

classes, these longer studies that allowed the control groups to go at

their-own:pace did not show advantages for Mastery'Leirning.
.

Although it is possible to find fault with one or another Mastery

'Learning study, the fact that many studies done in many different settings

haire found positive effects, of Mastery Learning on student achievement

cannot be completely discounted. There is still a need for studies of

Mastery Learning that allow the Mastery and traditional groups to go at

their own'rates, so that coverage as well as degree of mastery are both,

allowed to vary. There is also a need to discover whether any effects of

Mastery'Learning are due to the use of Mastery criteria and corrective

instruction, or due,to themphasis on clear objectives and frequent

assessment that are characteristic.of other group-paced models,psuch as

Student-Team-Learning and Direct Instruction.

Documentation of effects of Student Team Learning on student achieve-,

ment is somewhat more straightforward, although there are still a ,few

.problems. Nineteen of the twenty-two field experiments evaluating Student

Team Learning methods (STAD, TGT, and Jigsaw II) have found signifiAttly

positiveeffects on student achievement (see Slavin, in prev). In all.

the 4udent Team Learning studies, experimental and control groups are

-given the same opportunity,to learn a specified set of objectives, without
r

any additdonal time or resources (other than teacher training) given to

the experimentalroups. Almost all studies of Student Tedm Learning

involve time.periods -of at least six weeks, and all use stOdardized
.

. and/or cqtriculum-specific tests` as dependent variables. In most studies

e
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of Student Team Learning, the "control" group used estruCtured method

d\alled."focused:instruction," in which the teacher ! presents a lesson,

students wdrk individually on worksheets, and then students take a quiz.

Focused instruction thus contains the direct instructional components

(e.'g., clear focus on instructional objectives, frequent assessment)

contained in Student Team Learning. Therefore, in such.studies (e.g.,

Allen and Van Sickle, Note 10; Madden and Slavin, Not 11; Slavin, Note

12, 1981; Slavin and Oickle, 1981), the treatment effects on student

achievement are clearly' due to the use of the teams and the improvement

scores. Focused instruction itself has been found to significantly

improve student achievement', (Slavin, 1980b; Beady, Slavin and Fennessey,

m

1981), and when Student Team Learning is compared to completely' untreated
Ne

control groups (not using focaed instruction) achievement effects are also

positive (e.g., Slavin and Karweit, 1981; Slavin, 1980bj also see DeVries-

and Slavin, 1978). One important problem, not addressed until this paper,
L

/is that none of the STL'studies has lasted longer than a semester. It is

important to find out if team motivation, a critical element of the treat-

ment, diminishes with a longer period of time: Also, studies of Student

Team Learning do not always find significantly positive effects on student

achievement; a few studies "(e.g., Slavin, 1978c, 1979) find no significant

differences in Achievement, although there is always etrend-favoring the

Student Team Learning group.

Study Design

The present study was designed to investigate Ole effectspf Student

Team Learning (STAD), Mastery, a combination of teams and Mastery, focused

instruction, and an untreated control group on student achievement. This

.

study compares these five treatments in a common design that allows

instructional pace to vary but clearly specifies the instructional universe.

16
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that teachers are responsible for by ,providing all classes with the same
A

book and-,assdclated objecpves. The study took place in general mathematics
.1

(Math 9) classes in-inner-city Philadelphia junior and senior high schools,.

and the teachers in each condition were trained a 'school district staff

developMent team experienced in all the methods The research staff,

except for behavioral observers who were. not ware of the purpose of the

study, had minimal involvement with progra' implementation after the initial

training., This strategy avoided the possibility that extra attention.or

assistance of the researchers could aff results. Thus, the

treatmetip were implemented with minimal interventibn, involvement, or

supervision of the research staff. The experimental procedures were used

over the entire school year to reduce the possibility that treatment effects

:would bdue to novelty or to short-term motivation, and tp, o allow all

teachers an equal chance to cover the entire book on which, the curriculum

was based.

. Teachers volunte tvd for the study and were randomly alsigned to one

of.the five treatments y the research staff. Teachers could carry out

their assigned treatment in more titan one class if they so chose.

0

The experimental design allows for.twd'sets of comparisons. One, a

1

2 x 2 factorial .design, evaluates Mastery Learning and Teams as factors,

with all treattents sharing the same curriculuM materials and basic

schedule (teaching- worksheet - quiz). This comparison permits assessment of

the e?? cts of Teams and Mastery Learning on achievement net of their focus

on clear objectives and frequent assessment. The second set of comparisons

involvps contrasting each treatment with untreated control classes.. These

compariSons evaluate each method as a package, rather than as a set of

components.
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The-sample consisted of 1,487 ninth grade general mathematics students

e

in 16 junii' senior high schools in inner-city Philadelphia, ,Ofthesei
. ...

students: 736 had usable pre-and post-test achievement data. This longi-

1

,

tudinal sample is the basis of the analysis reported in this paper. Sample

loss came about because of student abse7teeism and mobility within thel.
system. In addition, seven classes were deleted from the sample bqcause

1

.

'307'7'
<

fewer than five students in the class had usable pre- and post-tests.

(

Thas,-the final sample consisted of 49 classrooms:

Although the sample loss is appreciable, it was roughly the same across

all five treatments, falling iethe range from 48 to 53 percent. Conse-

quently, whatever factors lead to sample loss were probably equal across
$

all treathents.. W ote also that a comparison Of the achievement data of

, the cross-section'all samples with the longitudinal sama,p reveals the usual

pattern of higher scores for the longitudinal than the cross-sectional

DmIsample.

Measures

shortened version of the Mathematics Computations and.Concepts and'

Application sub'scales of thComprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS),,

)

Level 2 Form'S, and a curriculum specific test are the achievement measures

used in this analysis. Every third item was taken fromAhe CTBS in order

to achieve a 30 item test Olich could be taken in one class. period. The

,curriculuth specific test was derived from items on the twenty-six work-

sheets. The raw number correct was) used as the achievement measure for

'both the4CTBS and the subject specificanalyset.

Design and Treatments

/-
The experimental design was a,2 x 2 factorial design, with Mastery

I.
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Learning and TeamS as fact-ors, plus an external' untreated control group.

The conditions are referred to as Mastery, Mastery and teams, Teams,

and focused instruction. These four ir4tments h.41 both thecurriculum

materials And the schedule of instruction in common.

Curriculum
s

All four experimental treatments used the same curriculum materials.

.

The curriculum consisted of'26 sets of worksheets and quri.izes% The work-
....

sheets and quizzes.were adapted frodyathematica for Today (Tobin, 1975),

'

.

. .

a Math 9 text that uses real-life problems to teach basic mathematical '

operations to low achieving students. The two-Mastery treatments alsce
K

received sets Of enrichment activities, to be used, by those studentsi who

had attained the,mastery,crite4on on the formative test. These enrich-

,ment activities paralleled the worksheets and quizzes:but were made more

difficult. The untreated control group received copies of the Tobin text

but not the worksheets and quizzes.

Focused.Ochedule of Instruction

All treatment's used,a similar schedule of instruction that consisted

of teac )ier lecture, worksheet work, and 'quizzes,,;Phis cycle usually took.*

about one week to complete.

Treatments

Mastery (11 classes 6 teachers). In the Mastery classes, the teach-

ing olitfie units followed a prescribed seq6ence of teaching, individual

worksheet work, formative quiz, corrective instruction, and summative,quiz.

The formative quiz was used to determine if students had achieved the. 80%

mastery criterion. Those who had not achieved mastety received corrective

instruction, followed by a summative quiz. Those students who attained 80%

or better on the formative quiz ware provided enrichment Actiwities per-

taining to the same units.

s
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4Student Team Learning'(8'classes, 6 teachers). In the team classes,

the students followed a sequence of teaching, team study of the unit, and

P

then a, quiz on the unit. The quiz scores werepcompared to students' past

et
averages, andEheir improvement scores were spmmed to *form teats scores:

The highest scoring teams were recognized in a class newsletter. This '
44

procedure was identical to Student Team AchievementtDivisions as designed

by Slavin (1980c).

Teams and Mastery (8 classes, 6 teachers). These C-177n7r*Tollowed a

sequence which combined elements of the Team treatment and Mastery treat-
.

ft

mint described above. In the Teams and Mastery, treatment, the classes were

taught using this sequence: teachfng,..team study; foAagive quiz, correc-
.

dye instruction within teams, and summative quiz. Students who did not
* -

achieve the 80% mastery criterion on the formative test received corrective

instruction within their teams. After corrective instruction, they took the

summative quiz, and the teams' summative quiz scores were formed into team

.

scores as, n the Team treatment.,

Focused Instruction (7 classes, 4 teachers). This treatment served

as the control gro4 "in the factorial design. :Classes usedwa schedule of

instruction as follows: teaching, individual worksheet work, and quiz.

This treatment thus differed frost the Mastery treatment in that no cort-c-

tive instruction or summative quiz was given. It differed from the Team

treatment in that students worked individually and did not .receive team,

recognition.
4.

Untreated Control (15 classes, 10 teachers). Besides the four'

experimental conditions, an untreated control group was included for

comparison purposes. This group received the same textbook on which the

worksheets and quizzes were based, but'did not receive the worksheetS and

C

quizzes. This group thus received instruction in the same material, but

20
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their teachers used their 'normal instructional method:,

Results

,Table 1.,..contakns fhe results of the analyses" of the standardized

and subject curiiCulum specific achievement,tests. In thpe analyses,

0

the standardized pre-test was used as a covariate.

Table 1.About Here

4
I

The top panel of Table 1-provides the means'and standard deviations for

6

the pre- and post-tests. Examining the pre-test values for the' rol

and experimental groups, it' is apparent that the control -group cored
1,

appreciably lower on_the pretdst. 'Comparing the pre-test control: group

mean to the experimental'treatment means, we found that the control group
d ,

wa s significantly lower on the,pre-test than 40
the;experimental groups

.
. ,

(F --qlf.56 p (.001). Th us, it appears that the control group departed
s C

substantially from what would be expected by'random assignment. We could

not locate any particular reason for this breakdown in randomization.

.

Despite this difficulty Wedo use the control group in thelolloWing

analyses, cautiously interpreting the results in lightof thelovrobleins

In randomization.

-2 X 2 Comparisons
*it

1 These analyses involve only the four experimental condition-. We
, -

carry out an analysis of'covariance, ,controlling for the Stand'ardized

-(

141110Pa. ,

4
/

pre-test, to deterininethe im rtance of the Mastery faCtoi, the Team

factor, and their interactionin explaining the post -test scores. The

10. . .:

difficulty in randomt4ation-does not influence thetse result§,as'no

.

, :0,
,,

statitidally'significant pre-test differences were found among,theo
,.

, treatment gFoqps in the 2 x 2.design. The middle panel of Table 1 provides

4
t

the F valties'and ielevant p's for the 2 x 2 comparisons. The team factor
.

_nr
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classes had significantly higher standardied post -tes met of pre tests,
t

theredid non-Team,classes (P 9:56, p <.01). The Mastery .factor and

the4nteraction term were not significant for,Vle standardized)tests. The

2 x 2 comparisons involvingthecurriculum specific test lid not indicate

any'sionifi8ant differences.

Treatment vs Control Comparisons

A *

In these analyses-,we compdred' each of the four merimeixtal conditions

6

(separately) frith the untreated control group,. In,the discussionwe keep ,

,
in mind the dif-ficulties in randomizatimirdiscussed eartier.J For.(the

.

standardized test, 'both tt Mastery group and the fpcused instruction

group differ significantly from the control gi-oup (F = -p <.01 for

6 .

Mastery; F = 5.95, p <.05 for focusea instruction)..- In both cases, the

experimental conditions performed worse on the post-test, controlling on
'.

their initial score, than did the control' group. The poor performance
J

. 4

of the Mastery group inApomparison to the control group is seen again*on

- .
the curriculum-specific ,test (F = 4.51,

)

p<-.05): On this test .however,

the focused

significant

treatments:

instruction grOUp'did not differ from the contrW. group. No

diffeiences were found for the MasterY-and Teams or.the Testils

Again, given the apparent difftlftilties in randomization., these

Pa

results must be interpreted tentatively, as we
-
cannot determine the extent

to-which these differences arose due to treatMent-tifdue to uncontrolled
-.,. ..

factors.

piscussion'
11

,

This.study evalu4ed the achievement effects of a gronp-pacpd Mastery
.-. I.

Learning model, Student Team LearningrsA combinaelon of thel two, and a -

Focused Instruction mod5On ayear-long implementation 4n math hinelclasses'

in inner-city Philtdelphia. The factorial comparisons indicateVthai

S
4

1
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classes that received ttie team treatment had significantly higher achieve-
4

air

ment on the standardized' test, net of the pre-test score. No differences

were found in the factorial comparisons for the subject-specific test. a%

The compaiisOns with the untreated control group were made problematic

due to significantly lower pre-test scores in the control group despite.

r-o
random assignment. The negative results for Mastery Learning and focused

'inst'ruction and the lack of significantly positive results for Studient

Teadllarning on both the standardized and-subject2lpecific test must

.4herefore be interpreted cautiousay.. It is impossible to determine the

extent to which these ,findings are due to the treatmenx or due to Pre-

d existing uncontrolled factors.

The lack of any positive.evidence supporting Mastery Learhing in

either the-2 x 2 design or the treatment-control comparisons was not

expected,. ,Given the widespread belief in'the efficacy Of---mastery Learning

for this type of student population, underdtanping in greater detail the

reasons for the lack of 'effectiveness seems critical. We explore two

,. additional hypotheses which could account for the lack of$ositive effects

k
of Mastery Learning. .0ne explanation involves.. the effect,af a different

a

N.pace of instruction A second explanation involves the effect of treat-
1,4 --'emrk4 la

ment-by-ability interaction for the Mastery gioup.

Pacing Effects

.
A basic tenet 1)f Mastery Learning is that most students can learn if

./ they are given enough time*to acquire the necessary skills. The uneven

distribution or.learning, acsprdihg to this"reasoning, results from students

not giving appropriate amounts of time for learning., As we pointed out

in the review of Mastery Learning, many" evaluations which have found

positive. effects for Mastery Learning'have provided additional time. Thus,
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it is plausible that Mastery Learning may require significantly more time

to be successfully implemented. In our study, all treatments were given

I k
..,,

the same amount of time for mathematics instruction. Mastery Learning

,
`may have been successful at what it covered but, because,it could require-

'

additional lme, may have,simply covered less material. If this,were

true, the Mastery treatment should have performed better on the test items

on theearly units that a ll classes were equally likely to have covered

than on items from later untts, which the Mastery classes may not have

studied. To test this hypothesis, we divided the subject-specific test -

0, into three portions; corresponding to the time of year in which the items'

.

were' taught: We then carried out' separate analyses for these
1

ithree tests

f
.,

'e.
Sti

to determine if the Mastery condition outperformed the other conditions
$

on items covered at the beginning of the year. We did not find any

o

evidtnce of 'differential achievement on any of these subtests.

A more direct way to examine whether there are significant differences

in 'pace Cand therefore coverage) is to examine teNdher logs indicating

the number of jays spent on- specific units. These logs provide only

4s. ;

suggestive evidence, .as they were not kept systematically by all teachers

inc1uded in the achievement analysid.4 Comparing the log data for those
6

who did complete them, we do not find that the Mastery treatment actually

1

. ..- .' .

used, on average, substantially more time per unit than did the Mastery
..,

and Teams or the'Student Team Learning treatment. HoW6er, 'the Mastery

groups spent much more time taking tests than'die the non-MasterygroUps

(46% of their instructional days vs. only 18% of instructional daykin

theNOW:gastermiialvavY.-44us, t1- ,Mastery classes covered units at

about the same pace,as the team classes, but they devoted less time to

''.

Actual instruction. This difference in illsttuctionaltithe cbu1d, of

411r 24
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course, explain at least part of the failure of the Matery treatment, to o'

increase student achievement.

Ability Xlreatment Effects p

Anotherlexplanition for the lack of positive effects for4Mastery

ed

Of
1

0 .

L rning was the possibility that Mastery Learning may be differentially
,.

effective for some students, particularly lower ability' students. Such

an effect weuld be consistent with the proposed uses of Mastery Learning

4
.

in mahy situations where students are performing poorly. To see if this

were trne, we entered a treatment-by-ability interaction term and repeated

the analyses reported in Table 1. -These additional' analyses indicated

, that there was-not an ability x treatment interaction for the'Mastery

149

)

c ndition. However, We did find a significant ability xetreatment inter- .

,

action for the Student Team Learning treatment, indicating the positive

;effect of STL for students of low ability (F = 4.35,"p< .05).e

..._,,
.

It is .possible that implementation of the Mastery.Learning treatments

was less than optimal. - Even the rudiments of Mastery instruction--testing
'I

6

and corrective inst.r4s4fanzzwere difficult to implement giyen the high

absenteeism, high mobility and very low achievement of this population.

Yet it is,precisery this type orpopulation for Which Mastery Learning ls

seen as niost applicable. Also, because, this year-long implementation did

not have a high involvement of. the research staff in the day-to-day

act4vitiel of the project, it seems to provide a fair assessment of how

Mastery Learning would have been implemented under normal Conditions in

urban schools. In fact, thedistrict training staff which trained the

-

experimental teachers used essentially the same proceduresit has used to

train hundreds of Philadelphia teachers in.Mastery Learning methods, and

did visit classes several times over the course of the study to be sure
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that teachers were implementing their treatments.
i

The findings of greater achievement on the part of the Team treat-

ment is consistent wit earlier search on Student Team Learning methods

. \

(Slavin, 1980a; Slavin, in press). This study is significant in the

research on'Student Team Learning for th(ee reasons. First, it is','-the

only evaluation of ttese methods which has taken place over a full
44,, -/,1

academic year. The fat that signficant effects were foUnd for. this

10
period of time its important,,As it lAipresses the general applicability

a

of thesesmethods as_a,primary instructional mode-in the classroom.

Secondly, the study is important because-it found that the addition of

. .

corrective instruction and summative quizzes did not enhance the'

.effectiveness of the team learning approach, Third; this-stay provided

additional evid.en e that Student Team Learning is partibularly effetti4e,-

with low achiegers. revious,pre-test by tfhtment interactions in &he

same direction have been foUnd for SW by Slavin4(Note 12,,1 and Slavin

and Oickle (1981).

The conclusions.of,this study mist be cautiously generalized. The
Aftw

students were very low achieving, inner-city students. There were severe

problems with sample attrition, due to high absentee4m, high mobility,4affd

class changes within schools. Nohetheles, these.canditions seem to be

representative of urban school situations, and not defects of t study

design: Similarly, the study was designed to involve a minimumHamount of

-hand-holding Kom the reseaethers in 'an, attempt to provide4an_evaluation-

of a project under conditions similar to what the schools themselves would
.

experience outside of research. Thus, we see these resulYs,as applicable

.0 ..

to many.of t \ lower class, urban schbols in which bOth Mastery Le6rning

an() Student Team Learning are often used.

,c.!

.
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Table 1: Acidemic Achievement Results

Treatment Means an0 Stan4rd Deviations

Test Mastery
N=156

Pretest 14.6
CTBS (5.5)

Posttest 16.1
CTBS (5:9)

Posttest 8.1

CRT '15.7)

Mastery anil

Teams Teams Focus Control''
N=125. N=135 'N=138 N=182

e

14.3 15.0 14:0 13.3 °

(4.7) (6.2) (4.5) (6.0)

"17.L 17.6 15.9 14.6
(5.2)

9.9

". (6.4)

.00-

9.8

*(5.0)

9.7

(6.8)

8:9

4

(512) (6.3) , (4.7) (6.0)
1111.

0

F Values for 2 X 2 Factorial Comparipon

Mastery X Team Team.

T CTBS .10 . 9.56*
(d.f.=1,549) = (d.f.=1,550)

CRT 2.07 1.05
(d.f.=1,549) = 1,550)

Mastery

.14

(S.f.=1,550) .

.96

(d.f.=1,550)

F Values for treatment control comparisons
t

ied .

Mastery & Teams .Focus.

Mastery vs Teartis vs vs vs
Control Coutrol Control . :- Control

.1 '5.95*
(d.f.=1,317)

- . -.004'

CTBS 9.23** . .281 .235

(d.f.=1,335) (d.f.=1,304) (d-f.=1,3.14)

: ,

CRT . 4.51* .003 .154
(d.f,=1,294) (d.f.=1,271) (d.f.=1,271). (d.f.=1,276)

* P <.05
** P (.01

aThese compaef:Ons should be interpretedOith cant!, as there were
statistically significant differences between the control. group and-the
experimental treatments.
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